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Visit DASCSymphony.com "REGISTER" tab
OR click below. Fill out a short enrollment

form and select a payment option that
works for you. 
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NOW OPEN! 
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Visit Vons Violin Shop in Denver

for instrument rentals,

repairs and adjustments, or to

buy materials like rosin,

strings, shoulder rests, etc.

 

Mention DASC Symphony for

discounted pricing!
 

*Vons works on and rents all string instruments including
viola, cello, and double bass http://www.vonsviolinshop.com/
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Great for all-levels from novice to
advanced intermediate!

 
Participants should have a solid grasp
of note reading within the staff and a
good grasp on playing in 1st position

 
Strong focus on community, learning,

and having a good time

DASC SYMPHONY

(New!) DASC CHAMBER

Designed for more advanced,
independent players

 
Participants should have several

years of playing under their belt with
a firm grasp of note reading, complex

rhythms, and counting
 

Strong focus on having a good time
and tackling advanced techniques

https://94cf1c8d-ba3c-4e07-ba52-6f14bd8b0d70.filesusr.com/ugd/6012cd_1fb7bc1ea7344b539e4dc34733c94b59.pdf
https://94cf1c8d-ba3c-4e07-ba52-6f14bd8b0d70.filesusr.com/ugd/6012cd_1fb7bc1ea7344b539e4dc34733c94b59.pdf


BRING 
A FRIEND

REGISTRATION DISCOUNTS!

Refer a friend to DASC and you will both receive a $20 refund! 

email DASCSymphony@gmail.com the name of your friend or enter your friend's name in the "notes" section at checkout
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MusicTheory.net has a huge selection of free
lessons, tools, and exercises. You can

customize the Note Identification practice to
fit your clef and note range knowledge by

clicking on the        icon in the upper right hand
corner.

To tune your instrument, select the notes
of the open strings one at a time. To

check intonation while playing, select a
note within the music or scale's key
signature. Use the metronome (       )
feature at the top of the screen for

tempo and rhythm.
 

dronetonetool.com

GET READY FOR CAMP!

GET READY FOR CAMP!
BRUSH UP ON  YOUR NOTE AND
RHYTHM READING

Click Here to Access

https://www.musictheory.net/exercises/note
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